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COMM 338 students visit Fr iendship Park
Bv Leeza Earl
STAFF WRITER
The U.S.-Mexico border is often
portrayed as dangerous; a place full
of murderers, drug smugglers and
Mexican natives trying to escape to
America. However, there are many
things the news does not highlight about
the border, such as Friendship Park.
On Saturday Oct. 19, communication
studies Professor Antonieta Mercado
took her Media and Conflict students
to Friendship Park located at the U.S.
Mexican Border. While there, students
were able to see how this wall serves as
a communication device.
"I wanted my students to just
experience the border physically"
Mercado said. "To introduce my
students to the inter-objectivity and
subjectivity of the U.S .-Mexican
border, so they can reach beyond the
opinions and external facts."
Many families, friends, lovers
and companions on either side of the
border come to this park and see faces
they will never be able to touch due to
current immigration laws. Friendship
Park was established in 1971 to serve
the Mexican and American community
as a meeting point for the two parties.
In the early stages of Friendship Park
many people were able to come,
sit and talk without a large wall in
between them. Yet, after the uses of the
park being used as ways to smuggle
drugs, babies and many more things
into America, the U.S. Government
had to alter how the border would
be monitored regarding the park.
Beginning in 2011, the U.S. Border
Patrol needed to control the amount
of criminal activities occurring on the
border and at Friendship Park.
The U.S. government created a 20foot tall steel wall on the international

See FRIENDSHIP, Page 2

Students face the border fence at Friendship Park.

Donation provides tech resources for SOLES students
By Brittany Carava
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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Mother Rosalie Hill Hall School of Leadership and Education Sciences receives grant
from Jacobs Family for new technology resources in the classroom.
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Due to the fast-paced evolution
of technology, education can often be
overlooked.
This past May, the University of,
San Diego's School of Leadership &
Education Sciences' (SOLES) Mobile
Technology Learning Center (MTLC)
received $3,000,000 to go toward
new resources focusing on mobile
technology.
This generous donation from
Irwin and Joan Jacobs providing
new technological resources for
students seems appropriate, as Irwin
Jacobs is a cofounder and chairman
of Qualcomm. a leader in digital
wireless telecommunications products
and services. Jacobs has contributed
hundreds of millions of dollars to the
field of education through generous
donations and grants to several schools
and organizations including SOLES at
USD.
SOLES held a press conference to
announce the gift June 17, in the Garden
by the Sea, located behind the Joan B.
Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice. Dr.
Irwin and Joan Jacobs, USD President
Mary Lyons, SOLES dean Paula
Cordeiro and superintendents from
schools throughout the San Diego area
were all in attendance.
This recent donation focuses on
the teaching, research and technology
components of the MTLC's vision and
provides the funding needed to hire
an internationally recognized director.
The MLTC has developed several goals
to help better foster a technological
environment in the classroom .With
the help of donations like the Jacob's
grant, these goals can be achieved.
"The Jacobs' share our belief
that the future of education must
include
innovative
technologies.
Approximately 1.2 billion people
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possess mobile devices powerful
enough to deliver rich web experiences,
and the total number of web-enabled
mobile phones eclipses the estimated
one billion personal computers on
earth. We must harness this technology
to educate our children and our
workforce," Cordeiro said.
Students believe that increased
technology in the classroom will be
beneficial to both the students and
teachers involved, "I think the donation
will have a large impact on SOLES
and will provide future teachers with
the resources necessary to have a
technologically advanced classroom,"
senior Emily Jones, an education
minor, said.
According to educators in the
SOLES department, there are two main

reasons why technology isn't used
enough in K-12 education systems.
"First, there is poor access to schools
for collaborative research. Second,
there is limited funding for technology.
These factors are amplified when lack
of access in minority, rural and low
socioeconomic student populations are
taken into account."
Drastic change is needed in
understanding K-12 learning due to the
major detachment between the many
technologies that is currently available
to K-12 educators and their actual use
or penetration in schools. Thanks to
generous donations such as the one
from the Jacobs family, students are
able to learn to better educate their
future students with these technological
tools.

Goals of the MTLC for the next five years:
-To create, in the state of California and at the
national level, a climate of policy including
mobile learning.
-To significantly increase the number of
classrooms and schools-locally and nationallythat regularly use mobile learning technologies.
-Establish an organization which can provide
secure services and model "best practices"
worldwide in the application of mobile learning
technology in education.
-Advance, cultivate and encourage widespread
conversations by thought leaders and educators,
locally, nationally and worldwide.
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NEWS
Get out of
my face

Bv Jackson Somes
NEWS EDITOR

I think we're at the point where
Facebook has become a part of everyday
life. That's ok, I can accept that. I don't
mind checking Facebook every once and
again to see what friends are up to lately.
In fact I find it comforting that people I
know won't turn to strangers once I stop
seeing them in person on a regular basis;
that I can contact almost everybody I
know within a few seconds. What I can't
stand is the number of times Facebook is
thrown in my face each day.
Ten years ago Facebook wasn't
• even founded. Its concept was solely the
imagination of science fiction 20 years
ago. The idea of a virtual interpersonal
network was hardly conceivable 30
years ago. Now Facebook can't even
leave me alone for a couple of hours.
From television commercials to
Nature Valley granola bar wrappers,
Facebook never seems to want to leave
me in peace. Even when walking in
public, I hear people talking about it.
Facebook is not just a service you can
frequent as often as you choose, free of
charge, you are also confronted by it at
almost any moment of the day.
All I'm asking is to keep social
media on my Internet. It seems
wherever I go on the Internet or out in
the wild, Facebook is lurking behind
every comer. Stop reminding me that I
should Tike' your business, product or
latest cheeseburger. A cheeseburger may
seem like an odd product to endorse,
but the Wendy's Baeonator has already
garnered over a quarter million Tikes'
on Facebook. That's not to say the
Baconator isn't one tasty burger. I'm just
not sure I'm ready to permanently tie it
with my online identity.
Call me old fashioned, but I don't
even want Facebook on my phone.
Everywhere I wander people "are staring
down at their own personal two-inch
screens. I log in just one time on my
phone to upload a picture and suddenly
I'm bombarded with status updates from
everyone in my contact list. What I
assumed would be a simple fix ended up
taking my days of tinkering and Google
searches to figure out how to disconnect
my phone from my Facebook account.
Speaking of Google, stop trying
to connect my email accounts with
YouTube. Let me save you some time,
nobody wants that. My YouTube should
stay with my YouTube, and my emails
with my emails. I know you're still
upset that nobody likes Google Plus, but
don't try to force it. Stop trying to make
Google Plus happen. Much like fetch,
it's not going to happen.
Don't think I've forgotten about
you, Twitter. Right there accompanying
every marketing campaign is a Facebook
page to 'like' and a Twitter hashtag'
plopped right beside it. The only reason
I'm more angry with Facebook than you
is because Twitter doesn't directly affect
me because I've somehow managed to
get this far without creating a Twitter
account. It's not that I don't want my
podium to the world to be limited to 140
characters or my deep feelings expressed
through hashtags. I just haven't come up
a clever username yet. Don't worry, I'll
get there someday.
I do have one bone to pick with
Twitter though. Thanks for turning
Facebook into a minefield of hashtags.
I thought hashtags were Twitter's thing,
you can't just go stealing it like that.
Come on Facebook, what happened to
cutting edge innovation.
I'm not upset that everyone I know
has suddenly switched to hashtag format
to share their thoughts, because many
people I know still refrain from hashtags.
What really grinds my gears are the
people who drop close to 20 hashtags
in a single post or status update. Once
you're at that number of hashtags, why
stop there, might as well keep going. Try
to set a record. If you're going to use
hashtags, at least try to keep it ironic.
If I could live in a world where all
of my social media were kept in separate
spheres I would be a much happier man.
The worse of an idea the Internet and
marketing agencies have of me as a
person based upon my online persona,
the more comfortable I feel.
Maybe the answer is to just turn
away from social media and modern
society entirely. That's what I'm going to
do. Let me grab my pointed stick, wooly
mammoth pelt, neanderthal woman and
head back into the cave. Let me know
when they reinvent the wheel or at least
a slimmer smartphone. My current four
ounce supercomputer feels a little bulky.
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USD students visit U.S. - Mexico border
FRIENDSHIP, continued from
Front Page
border; this was a new way to
cut off most communication between
the two sides. Now with the wall in
place, this changes the communication
between the parties from sitting, talking
and touching, to a standing and talking
only with no physical interactions.
A family traveled from San
Francisco to see their family at
Friendship Park on Saturday and for
one of the family members she had not
seen her uncle in 17 years and aunt in
14 years. With them was a newborn
baby girl that the Mexican family had
no idea existed.
Junior Amber Courtney was
able to experience the wall and the
communication barrier it holds with an
American and Mexican family.
"It was very heart breaking to see a
family talk to each other through a steel
wall," Courtney said. "They hadn't
seen each other in almost 20 years; I
could never imagine being away from
my family that long and then not being
able to hug them, this brought tears to
my eyes."
The stories that they were able
to hear through the wall moved and
touched many students and allowed
them to think deeper into this issue.
Junior Megan Harrington expressed
her experience of the trip as a learning
experience.
"I thoroughly enjoyed visiting
Friendship Park this past weekend,"
Harrington said. "Before visiting
Friendship Park I had neither
expectations nor knowledge of this
park besides the information provided
on the park's website. Physically
entering the park and walking through
the first gate to get to the section where
family members were able to convene
and communicate thrqugh a 20 foot
wall was depressing and sorrowful."
Many activist groups have held
many events and protest against
Friendship Park and the message it is
conveying. Member of the Bi-National
Front of Indigenous Organization,
Vanessa Cecena, spoke with students
of the meaning of the park and her
experience with immigration. Living
in San Ysidro, having her backyard as
the border, she has seen immigrants
jumping her fence to enter into
America. She also has family members
who came to America undocumented.
She sees Friendship Park as a gorgeous
place to come to see but not where

Photos Courtesy of Christy Howland

Students visit Friendship Park through Media and Conflict class.

friends can be made.
"This is an ironic place, not a place
of happiness or friendliness." Cecena
said. "This is not a welcoming place,
in addition to it only being open on
the Saturday and Sunday for restricted
hours. This is a place where we see
separation visually and an unnecessary
use of high security."
This wall is now part of hundreds
of miles along the U.S .-Mexico border
and is nearly 2,000 miles long. The
wall enforces the communication of
separation in addition to being a means
of communication to both sides. With
the number of deaths increasing on the
U.S.-Mexico border the news of these
issues are still one sided and allow the
stereotypes to continue. Friendship
Park is something most countries do
not allow. It still is a resource that is
available while immigration reform
and different activist continue to fight
for what is right or wrong regarding
immigration and the U.S.-Mexico
Border.

Candidates vie for San Diego mayoral opening
By John Paul da Roza
CONTRIBUTER
San Diego experienced one its
most controversial political terms with
Bob Filner as mayor. He was accused
of sexually harassing 18 different
women during his tenure as a politician.
Since the claims have come out, Filner
has resigned his position as mayor of
San Diego. On Oct. 15, Filner pled
guilty to felony false imprisonment
and two misdemeanor battery charges
for incidents involving three of the
women. Subsequently, Filner was
booked into jail for a few hours only
to reach a plea agreement that places
him under home confinement for three
months, probation for three years and
mandatory mental therapy sessions.
Following this resignation, the city
will hold a special election on Nov. 19
for his replacement. The close race
is up for grabs between four major
candidates, Democrats Mike Aguirre,
David Alvarez and Nathan Fletcher
and Republican Kevin Faulconer.
Aguirre, a lifelong attorney in San
Diego, is running on the Democratic
ticket.
"The first
priority, from an

organizational standpoint, is to build
a staff that can get the job done."
Aguirre said in a recent U-T San Diego
interview. "We want to be a Mecca for
solving problems and we want to face
the problems."
As for Aguirre's platform, he puts
concern on public dilemmas such as
providing recreation centers, public
libraries and improving the city's water
quality. Such topics are important to
San Diego students as well. Junior
Tony Alarcon believes community
support is crucial for the well-being of
the city. "Rec centers, public libraries,
and other community resources are
great for this city," Alarcon said.
"Citizens may get educational benefits
and stay active. These are things that
every community needs."
Alvarez, another
Democratic
candidate for the mayoral seat, is a
native of the Barrio Logan community
in southern San Diego. In his relatively
short political career, Alvarez has
served as a city councilman in San
Diego for the past three years. His main
concerns during his tenure have been to
balance the city's budget and improve
the quality of housing for lower-income
families in the city.

San Diego
Mayoral Poll
Nathan Fletcher
Mike Aguirre
Kevin Faulconer
David Alvarez
Other/Undecided

30%
9%
22%
17%
22%

Data courtesy of SurveyUSA
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Alvarez also puts a strong benefits should be a top priority," he
emphasis on immigration reform. "I said. "They have sacrificed their time
have backed immigration reform for and their bodies, and are put in one of
quite some time. I believe we need the most dangerous careers, and to not
a pathway to citizenship, especially provide them with sufficient health care
for the DREAMers and for those that and help them financially is tragic."
serve in the military," Alvaref said,
While there are three Democratic
according to Fox News Latino. The candidates for the mayoral seat,
DREAMers that Alvarez is referring Faulconer is the sole Republican
to are Mexicans who were brought to candidate. He has served as a San
America as children by their parents.
Diego City Councilman since 2006
In an interview with KPBS San covering the district that includes
Diego, Alvarez describes how his Ocean Beach and Mission Beach. In
priorities as mayor would be to focus an interview with U-T San Diego,
on building strong communities in he described how his priorities are to
the city and ensuring that the city's impose a pension reform in the city
economy booms.
and repair the infrastructure of the
He believes that these two communities in the city.
situations are tied together. "We
Junior Jere Ford believes that
need to make sure there's economic the main issue is to return integrity in
development and prosperity for our the mayor's office. "It's time to put
city," he said. "That means creating jobs the Filner era behind us and Kevin
and investing in neighborhoods where Faulconer is the only candidate with
there are high levels of unemployment the trustworthy voting record of putting
and low income communities, making neighborhoods above special interests
sure that we put funds into these to do so," Ford said.
communities so we could all thrive as
After the city was found to be
a city."
covering up its pension debt, Faulconer
Junior Elia Rivas agrees with has strived to bring trust back to
Alvarez's stance on immigration the mayor's office and has been an
reform. "As a border town, we need advocate to change the retirement
to hold ourselves responsible for plan for city workers to a 401(k)-style
setting a good example in regards to retirement plan which he believes will
immigration reform," Rivas said. "We save the taxpayers about $1 billion.
need to reach out and work to make our The second priority on Faulconer's
community a more welcoming place in agenda is to repair the city's roads, thus
the hopes that this attitude will spread." making San Diego a safer city for its
The third democratic candidate residents.
for mayor is Nathan Fletcher. He is
There are still many San Diegans
a former lifelong Republican who that are unsure of whom they want
changed his political position and ran to replace Bob Filner as mayor, but
for the San Diego mayoral seat in 2012 like others, junior Stephen Ferraro
as an Independent. Now he is running simply wants accountability in San
as a Democratic candidate for mayor.
Diego politics. "It doesn't matter to
Fletcher is a former U.S. Marine me who is elected, but after Filner's
Corps, officer and a strong advocate questionable term in office, I want to be
for veteran's benefits. He has served able to trust the mayor and have there
as a member of the California State be transparency in City Hall," Ferraro
Assembly from 2008 to 2012 as a said.
legislator. Fletcher was a the sponsor
These four candidates will
of "Chelsea's Law," which allows for continue to square off until Nov. 19,
a lifetime imprisonment for violent when one will become the new mayor
child sex-offenders. Currently, Fletcher of San Diego. For more information on
is the Senior Director of Corporate local issues and the candidates goals as
possible future mayor, tune in for the
Development for Qualcomm Inc.
A supporter of reform for last three debates scheduled for Oct.
veterans' benefits and a Navy ROTC 24, Nov. 5 and 12.
midshipman, this issue is important
to junior Jake Brouker. "Veterans'
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NEWS
UPCOMING EVENTS
THURSDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Environmental Justice
and the State of
Exception: Devon Pena

International Speaker
Series: J ames
Zimmerman

Bridges Academy:
Presidential Power,
Fact and Fiction

Time: 6:30 p.m.

Time: 12:15 p.m.-l:45 p.m.

Time: 10 a.m.-(2 p.m.

Place: Maher Hall
SalomonHall
Cost: Free

Place: Joan B. Kroe Institute
for Peace and Justice
Conference Room H

Place: Degheri Alumni Center
^^Pjj^ARoom 130

MONDAY
Documenting the
iora

Cost: Free (Registration
required, ages 55+)

Cost: Free (Registration
required)

Italian Americans
in the Media

Making Food
From Flies

Time: 7 p.m.- 8:30 p.m.

Time: 7 p.m.-8:3Q p.m.

Time: 12:15 p.m.-I:l5 p.m.

Place: Mother Rosalie Hill Hall
Warren Auditorium
Cost: Free

Place: Hahn University Center
Forum A
Cost: Free

Place: Mother Rosalie Hill Hall
Warren Auditorium
Cost: Free

Colleen Bufflnaton/The Vista

October 15th

Location: Copley Library
At 10:56 a.m. Public Safety responded
to the report of a theft. Upon
investigation, unknown suspect(s) stole
a student's unsecured laptop on 10/15
between 10:30 a.m. and 10:40 a.m.

4wLocation:

October 15 th

Location: Pardee Legal Research Center
At 3:49 p.m. Public Safety responded to
the report of a theft. Upon
investigation, unknown suspect(s) stole
a student's unsecured backpack with
various personal items on 10/15
between 3:20 p.m. and 3:55 p.m.

October 15 th

October 16th

Arcangel Hall

Location: University Terrace Apartments

At 9:47 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of possible marijuana use.
Upon investigation, three students
were referred for being.in possession
of marijuana.

At 7:27 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of possible marijuana use.
Upon investigation, two students were
referred for being in possession of
marijuana. One student was cited for
possession of illegal knives on campus.

Location: San Miguel

%

October 16th

Location:

Manchester Village

At 1:46 a,m. Public Safety responded to
a report of an intoxicated student.
Upon investigation, the student was
determined to be unable to care for
himself and was transported to the
hospital.

At 10:21 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of possible marijuana use.
/Upon investigation, one student; was
• referred for being in possession of
marijuana.

October 21st

October 21st

Location: Manchester Village Garage
At 5:19 a.m. Public Safety responded
to the report of a vehicle burglary.
Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
broke into a student's vehicle and
removed his naviagtion system
between 10/13 at 9:00 p.m. and 10/21
at 10/21 at 5:19 a.m.

October 21st

Location: Manchester Village Garage
At 7:57 a.m. Public Safety responded
to the report of a vehicle burglary.
Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
broke into a student's vehicle and
removed various personal items
between 10/20 at 11:00 p.m. and 10/21
at 7:57 a.m.

Location:
October 18 th

Location:

San Rafael Hall

At 8:31 a.m. Resident Assistants
cited five students for Liquor Law
Violations.

Location:

October 21st
Manchester Village Garage

At 6:57 a.m. Public Safety responded
to the report of a vehicle burglary.
Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
broke into a student's vehicle and
removed a stereo amplifier between
10/20 at 11 p.m. and 10/21 at 7:57 a.m.

October 19th

Location:

San Luis Obisbo Hall
At 9:07 p.m. Resident Assistants
cited three students for Liquor Law
Violations.
*

•V

Manchester Village Garage

At 7:44 a.m. Public Safety responded
to the report of a vehicle burglary.
Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
broke into a student's vehicle and
removed various personal items
between 10/20 at 10:00 p.m. and 10/21
at 7:15 a.m.

October 21st

Location: Manchester Village Garage
At 8:07 a.m. Public Safety responded
to the report of a vehicle burglary.
Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
broke into a student's vehicle and
removed the stereo between
10/20 at 10 p.m. and 10/21 at 7 a.m.

October 21st

Location: Manchester Village Garage
At 7:57 a.m. Public' Safety responded
to the report of a vehicle burglary.
Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
broke into a student's vehicle and
removed a toolbox between 10/18 at
9:30 a.m, and 10/21 at 7:15 a.m.
•lilS!
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The Vista publication is written and edited by USD
students and funded by revenues generated by advertising
and a student fee. Advertising material published is for in
formation purposes only ana is not to be construed as an
expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University. The Vista
office is located on the fourth floor of the Student Life Pavil
ion in room 403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:

The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary,
all comes thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publication are not neces
sarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego
or of its student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must be
signed. For identification purposes, USD identification num
bers and writer's year must be included in the letter. The
Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any content
sent to the editor will be considered for publication unless
otherwise stated.
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USD eSports organization tries to gain traction
By Jackson Somes
NEWS EDITOR
The USD eSports club packed the
seminar room in San Buenaventura.
The club is comprised of a band of
USD students who share the common
interest of playing video games. For
them, Oct. 4 meant one thing, the world
championships of the video game
League of Legends. As the eSports
club was bunkered down in the seminar
room for a viewing party of the highest
level of competitive video games,
13,000 fans crowded into the Staples
Center sports arena in L.A. to witness
the event live.
The World Championships of
League of Legends featured two
teams competing head-to-head for
a $1 million prize. In the end, the
South Korean team, SK Telecom T l ,
triumphed over the Chinese team,
Royal Club, in an event that garnered
over one million viewers, not including
China and Korea. Although this year's
official worldwide unique viewer
estimates have not been released. Riot
Games, the company that made the
game League of Legends, announced
that last years world championship
series was watched by over eight
million people.This made last year's
world championships the most watched
eSport event.
League of Legends is a free to
play video game that launched back
in 2009. According to gaming website
IGN, League of Legends currently has
over 70 million registered users who
log over a billion hours played every
month. "Riot Games are a huge driving
force in eSports right now. They are
the number one company in terms of
money, power, scope and player base,"
Junior Wes Jackson, president of the
USD eSports club, said. "They [Riot
Games] only have one game, its just
League of Legends."
The USD eSports organization is
a student club composed of individuals
interested in playing video games and
at both a casual and competitive level.
As president of the club, Jackson said
that despite the popularity of League of
Legends and video games in general,

he faces multiple issues in regard to
establishing a thriving organization on
campus.
One of the issues of recruiting
members to the eSports club lies in the
nature of the club. "It's really a niche
organization," Jackson said. "1 don't
think the eSports club is on the same
platform as other clubs."
According to Jackson, the limited
scope of the eSports organization
is only more restricted due to the
popularity of Greek Life at USD. "I
feel like on this campus, specifically
because Greek Life is huge here, there
is this stigma against gamers, nerds,
dorks, geeks or any connotation you
want to add to that," Jackson said. "I
think that leaves us with a really small
target audience here and it has made
recruiting a little bit harder."
The eSports organization was
founded during the Fall 2011 semester.
According to Jackson, ineffective past
leadership has also played a hand in low
popularity among students on campus.
Jackson attributes a major aspect of the
small student support to not having a
booth for the organization at the Alcala
Bazaar for the past year.
After the previous president
wanted to disband the group because
it required too much time to operate
and due to lack of'interest, Jackson
stepped up and agreed to keep USD
eSports active. As president, Jackson
has focused primarily on expanding
recruitment. "Since we haven't had a
booth at the Alcala Bazaar for an entire
year now I've been playing catch-up
with recruitment," Jackson said. He has
focused his efforts on more grass-roots
advertising. According to Jackson,
word-of-mouth advertising has been
the most effective method to spread
recognition of the eSports organization
but has posted posters around campus
as well.
Freshman Ryan Serafin says
it was through this word-of-mouth
advocacy that he heard about the
eSports organization. "My roommate
actually told me about it," Serafin said.
"They didn't have a booth at the Alcala
Bazaar but... I found Wes and he added
me to the group on Facebook."
Serafin also said he found the

Photo Courtesy ofWes Jackson

Members of USD eSports organization in San Buenaventura seminar room for League of Legends viewing party

process of joining the group to be fairly
simple but should do a better job of
advertising. "I think if we had a little
more publicity and maybe some more
events eSports could be more popular,"
Serafin said.
Junior Parker Winship also
discovered the club through the wordof-mouth advocacy. Winship said he
was told about the eSports club by
his roommate and is now currently a
member. "I'm in the Facebook group,
chat room and active on League of
Legends" Winship said.
Jackson said that he is pleased
to see that many of the new recruits
this semester have been freshman. "I
want people who are going to be at the
university for a long time," Jackson
said. A strong freshman base will keep
eSports operation for years to come.
Although the eSports group plays

a variety of games a majority of the
members play League of Legends
almost exclusively. "My old president
told me not to turn it into a League of
Legends club, but I honestly cannot
stop it because it is the most popular
game right now," Jackson said.
Due to the popularity of League of
Legends, USD eSports will be moving
into a more competitive environment
with that game. Jackson hopes to
develop a team that will be able to
compete against other universities in
tournaments.
The structure of a League of
Legends team is very similar to other
sports. In order to be on the official
competitive team, player will first
undergo a tryout period to determine
the best players. A League of Legends
team consists of five
players and
two substitutes. The team then plays

matches against other teams in five
versus five
games. "It'll be hard
assembling a team, but I'm definitely
planning on it," Jackson said.
Even though Jackson is focusing
on taking USD eSports in a more
competitive direction he does not
want to discourage casual players
from joining the club. "If it was only
competitive, then we'd have even
less members than we already have,"
Jackson said. "The competitive scene
is not for everyone, especially at this
school."
Despite any obstacles, Jackson
remains optimistic that the USD
eSports organization will continue
to grow on campus and hopes a
competitive team will raise awareness
for the group. "If we're going to play
competitively, we want to make a name
for USD eSports."
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OPINION

Spread the word to end the use of the r-word
By Allyson Meyer
CONTRIBUTOR
We've all said things we
immediately regret or used words
without
realizing
their
impact.
Words have many meanings and
connotations, yet we rarely take the
time to thoughtfully consider the
consequences of the ones we use in our
everyday speech.
Many of us have heard about the
campaigns to rid our language of the
R-word, but how many people actually
understand the meaning behind this
word?
According
to
the
website

"the rest of you are excluding us from
your group. We are something that is
not like you and something that none of
you would ever want to be."
Sara Mitton, a Board Member for

"Words have many meanings and connotations, yet
we rarely take the time to thoughtfully consider the
consequences of the ones we use in our everyday
speech."
R-WORD, focused on spreading the
word to end the word, "The R-word
is the word 'retard(ed)'. . . [it] hurts
because it is exclusive. It's offensive.
It's derogatory."
In the definition from Britannica
Academic Edition, it is defined as
"slow or limited . . . intellectual or
emotional development or academic
progress."
In today's society, the R-word has
become a term to define people who
are seen as different. The use of it is a
derogatory slight toward a person who
is considered an outcast or unusual.
On the R-WORD website, Joseph
Franklin, a Special Olympics Athlete,
says the word leads to the feeling that,

the Treasure Valley Down Syndrome
Association, states that "Because the
word has become a casual description
of anything negative or flawed, [it] is
no longer considered an appropriate
way to describe people with intellectual
disabilities."
She adds, even if the R-word
is not directed at someone with
intellectual disabilities, the nature and
original use of the word associates
it with those individuals. Because of
this, any usage of the word, even in
jest, is discriminatory and a hurtful
continuation of a stereotype and hate
speech.
Throughout the United States,
there is a call to "Spread the Word to

End the Word." It is described as"an on
going effort to raise the consciousness
of society about the dehumanizing and
hurtful effects of the word."
It encourages communities to
pledge to remove the R-word from their
speech and to work toward creating
an environment that /helps those
with intellectual and developmental
disabilities thrive.
On the Special Olympics North
Carolina website, the Spread the Word
to End the Word Campaign calls for
society to stop and think about it's use
of the R-word.
It is said to cause pain for millions
of people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities and those
who are affected by them. It is a form of
hate speech and should not be accepted
or tolerated within our society.
Because of this, the campaign
calls for the word to be replaced with
"respect" in an effort to create "a more
accepting world for people ... that may
appear different, but have unique gifts
and talents to share with the world."
In 2009 the bill, Rosa's Law, was
introduced to Congress. Its aim was
to eliminate the use of the R-word in
certain laws. The bill was passed by
Congress on Jan. 5,2010.

According to the CNN article by
Madison Park, "Congress Eliminates
the R-word," the Bill addresses and
eliminates the use of it in "health,
education and labor laws."
Even with the move toward a wider
acceptance of those with intellectual
and developmental disabilities, there
are still those who see even more room
for improvement. In the 2011 Gallup
article "Europeans Most Open to
Those With Intellectual Disabilities",

many see educating the public about
the harmful effects the R-word has on
those with intellectual disabilities and
society as a whole as a step toward
mutual respect.
As a campus dedicated to
acceptance and being the changemakers
of the future, we should strive to be
inclusive to all individuals and prove
we are leaders.
According to Disability Services
at USD, "We also strive to serve the
broader University community by
raising awareness of the needs and
rights of persons with disabilities.
We also facilitate dialog about
issues of diversity and inclusion and
promote respect for the unique needs,
challenges, strengths and contributions
of community members."
Even our own university is
taking initiatives toward making the
world more inclusive of those with
disabilities.
Spreading love through the

"Spreading love through the elimination of hateful
speech is a step toward making the world better. It is
important to take it upon ourselves to be the change we
want to see in the world, making it an accepting and
tolerant place for everyone."
and subsequent polls concerning
this openness, Gallup assesses the
most accepting places for those with
disabilities.
Overall, the world is seen by only
55 percent of those polled in 2010 from
112 countries, as a good place for those
with intellectual disabilities to live.
With this room for improvement,

elimination of hateful speech is a step
toward making the world better. It is
important to take it upon ourselves to
be the change we want to see in the
world, making it an accepting and
tolerant place for everyone.
Think first, then speak. Recognize
the harmful nature of words and how
best to spread respect, not hate.

iPhone applications of the week

MyFitnessPal I

Dots

Shazam

Lift

BafferySaver

<sj>
4 out of S stars ! 4 out of S stars 1 4 out of 5 stars i 4 out of 5 stars I 4 out of 5 stars
MyFitnessPal
is
an
application that allows you to
track your diet and exercise
patterns. However, unlike
traditional die tine apps. it
focuses more on health than
weight loss or gain. It focuses
on nutrition and encourages
you to meet the goal
percent of carbohydrates,
rat, and protein for calorie
breakdowns. The app offers
a variety of workout and
food options to log. You can
compare your eating and
workout habits throughout
the week. Also, you can share
your personal achievements
with your friends and you
can encourage them to reach
their own goals.

Dots is a highly addictive
game that may consume your
social life for a few days. It is
a simple game in which you
connect dots of the same
color. You can make lines,
boxes and rectangles to try
to earn as many points as
possible. It can be slow or fast
paced, with a "timed mode"
of 60 seconds and unlimited
moves, as well as a "move
mode" of 30 moves and
unlimited time. You collect
dots in your "bank" and can
earn various "trophies" when
you complete challenges.
Also, you can play with
friends using the multiplayer
mode, or compare scores on
Twitter and Facebook.

Have you ever been in line
at a coffee shop or driving
around in your car with the
radio on and heard a song you
really, really liked? Unless
you had heard it before, you
probably didn't know what
it was named or who it was
by. Shazam allows you to find
out all of the names of those
lost songs. Simply hold the
phone in front or a speaker
and record a segment of the
song. Shazam analyzes the
song to successfully match
it with one in it's library. On
the app, you can keep track
of songs you have tagged,
which you can download on
iTunes or share with your
friends on social media.

7 like MyFitnessPal
| "Dots is a really fun and | "I always hear songs I like
because it allows me to | addicting game but it keeps | but don't know who sings
record all my workouts and I me occupied when I need to| them. This app is useful for
review them later."
| have some down time." |
me to find songs.'
-Siena Pugnale
|
-Jenna Palazzo
I
-Cameron Brown

*

If you want
r
to feel
accomplished,
download
Lift. Lift is
• a productivity
app that allows you to set
goals for yourself. You can
add "habits" to your profile
that include various short
and long term goals you can
accomplish. These can be
simple actions to help you
break bad habits. Each time
you complete a task, you can :
check it off of your list. If you
continuously complete a task,

This application helps
you utilize"
:e the battery life
on your phone. Open the
app when you charge your
phone to run a three stages
system that regulates the
charge. The system tells
you when to start and stop
charging your phone to keep
you from undercharging
or overcharging the device.
Also, BatterySaver offers tips
to conserve your battery and
lists the amount of battery
power and consumption each
application takes to run. All
or these things increase the
frequency pi
allows you to feel productive speed of your phone as well
in your busy day, as well as as allowing your battery to
malce your" idealistic New last longer throughout the
day.
Years' resolutions a reality.
"Lift encourages and
motivates me to develop
beneficial habits that I can
maintain over time."
-Nicole Steinmetz

"I like knowing how much
battery all my apps use so
I can make sure I don't run
out during the day."
-Kevin Matthews
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Building
connections

Bv Kendall Tich
OPINION EDITOR
Wfien I first arrived at USD, I was
greeted by the smiling, energetic faces
of my peers, many of whom ended
up becoming some of my very best
friends. However, at the time I saw the
need to make friends as temporary as
I felt as though I already had my own
life at home with my family and friends
from high school.
As I became more immersed in the
college culture and the expectations
of a student at USD, I realized that
I would have to drift away from my
high school life and embrace the new
adult life I had lying ahead of me.
During that transition, I discovered that
college requires you to move past the
expectations and assumptions of high
school students. We are at a completely
new and mature point in our lives
during which we have the ability to
move from a dependent adolescent to
an independent adult.
When I first began to truly immerse
myself in the college experience, there
were many things that I realized. First
of all, high school friendships and
relationships can seem like they are
your entire world at the time. However,
as we enter the world that college
offers us, we realize that many of those
friendships and relationships do not
mean nearly as much as those we will
have with others in college.
Thats not to say that your high
school friends aren't important. In fact,
I still keep in very good touch with a lot
of my friends from high school. What
makes the relationships and friendships
different though, is the fact that you are
entering adulthood together, realizing
and learning things at the same pace
that your friends from home may not
be realizing as well.
Another important realization I
arrived at during my college transition
is that it is important to be aware of
the impact you and your decisions
have on others. When we are in high
school, we are somewhat unaware of
the consequences that our actions have
on those around us.
Missing a test or assignment due
date in high school still would've
granted you an average grade; however
in college, these seemingly small
assignments cannot be as easily missed.
Similarly, missing an obligation
to a friend or peer is also bound to let
others down and this only leads to the
diminishing of yourself as a person and
as a friend.
In high school, missing many of
these obligations could have been taken
as a sign that high school wasn't as
serious as college or that relationships
in high school are more temporary than
those in college. This makes it seem as
though it is unnecessary to put as much
effort into making things fair and right.
These realizations not only lead
you to a drift away from your high
school friends, but they also lead to
the conclusion that the connections
and friendships you form in college are
deeper than ever before and can lead to
a better understanding of yourself and
of others.
My final realization is that beyond
friendships and relationships with
others, connections grow increasingly
important. It is no longer about going to
get lunch with your friends or going to
a coffee shop with your acquaintances.
It has become more about professional
connections, those that will aid you
in reaching a high position in the
workforce, rather than those that
can get you a high position in your
organization or club on campus.
Since the world has become
increasingly connected, it is important
to make note of our own connections
and use them to our advantage in later
parts of life. Building professional
connections with others rather than
simply relying on the never ending
presence of your high school friends
will set you up for success after
graduation and upon entering the real
world.
What I have learned in letting go
of my life as a high school student is
that it is important to embrace the
new life that college holds for you,
especially in regards to friendships and
relationships. Without forming strong
connections, we will never be able to
advance ourselves as individuals.
By recognizing the constant
evolution of our relationships as we
grow up, we are able to move beyond
adolescence into a world of adulthood
in which we can use our relationships
with others in order to develop
ourselves.

KendalI Tich/The Vista

Breaking the silence on depression
By Sara Butler
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Crumpled tissues fill up her purse
as assignments pile on top of her. She
feels lost, hopeless and completely
alone. No matter how many times she
tries, tries and tries again, the world
seems completely against her. All she
can do is cry.
According to an Associated Press
survey of over 2,000 college students
at four-year universities, four out of 10
college students are depressed. This
girl is one of those four.
The National Alliance on Mental
Illness defines depression as a "serious
medical illness that affects one's
thoughts, feeling, behavior, mood and
physical health." This is not a feeling
of sadness, but rather a state of mind
that all hope for happiness is lost.
Symptoms of depression include
difficulty
concentrating,
memory
problems, excessive crying and
changes in eating or sleep patterns.
All of these symptoms can affect a
student's academic ability to complete
assignments and study for tests, as well
as produce social anxiety. In college,
many of us feel symptoms of depression
from time to time, especially during
midterms and final exams.
However, when these symptoms
do not go away and interfere with the

While depression may make a
student feel helpless, it is not a hopeless
case.
There are many resources available
for USD students on-campus, such as
the Counseling Center and the Center
for Health and Wellness Promotion.
Despite the increase in cases
of college depression and campus
resources, depression still seems to be
a sore topic that people are sensitive
toward bringing up.
If more college students are
developing depressive behaviors and
there are readily available resources to
deal with this change, why is depression
still so hard to talk about?
Depression seems to be an illness
that silences it's victims.
Students may be afraid to admit to
it due to a perceived stigma of mental
illness. The stigma of a mental illness
can discourage those who are suffering
from getting the help they need.
This perceived stigma may invoke
fear of being labeled, with titles such as
"lazy" or "crazy". Labels can be hard to
shed or overcome, so an initial reaction
might be to ignore the negative feelings
in order to avoid association with a
stigma or label.
In order to combat this, the
stigma of depression and labels that
accompany mental illness must cease
on our campus. However, this requires
a cultural change that takes a long time
to effectively foster and maintain.

'This vow of silence is not a strength of the weak, but a
weakness of the strong."
ability to function in everyday life, the
The pressing issue is that those
issue is usually more serious. Major with symptoms of depression are afraid
depression is often classified as having to speak up. Not getting help only
five or more symptoms for two weeks makes the behavior worsen, allowing
or longer.
the depression to progress.
In fact, Moises Baron, the
Fear of breaking the silence is
Assistant Vice President of Student largely because of the fear of being
Affairs for Student Wellness at USD defined by the label, or being seen
says that, "8 percent of students through the lens of the stigma that is
reported having been diagnosed or associated with people diagnosed with
treated for depression and 25 percent depression. However, this silence leads
of USD students reported an episode in the student to be defined by the illness,
the last 12 months in which they felt so causing it to overwhelm his or her life.
depressed that they could not function.
This vow of silence is not a
This is consistent with national data, strength of the weak, but a weakness of
that reports an average of 31 percent the strong. Depression is absent from
among college students."
our everyday conversations, sometimes
• • • • • • • • •
in
—j

considered a sensitive or taboo topic.
We may figure that if we do not talk
about it, it will not exist among our
student population.
However, depression is not
invisible on our campus. It is a powerful
force that may be affecting the boy in
your calculus class or the girl sitting at
a table in Aromas. Your roommate may
be crying themselves to sleep at night,
or your lab partner might be trying to
make it through the experiment without
screaming.
We are all college students with
academic and social pressures weighing
on our shoulders, and we must try our

stressed or overwhelmed with over 40
percent of students feeling symptoms
of depression in the two weeks prior to
the survey.
The only way to fight depression is
to talk about it. While talk therapy is a
common treatment for depression, this
"talk" has to also find a way to integrate
itself into the campus conversation.
The more we talk about depression,
the more we can normalize it. This will
help lay a supportive foundation that
encourages those who feel hopeless
to seek help, without the threat of a
stigma or a label.
I believe that the fear of a stigma

"Although the word "depression" appears to be absent
from the campus conversation, voices are emerging from
the silence."
best to relate to and understand one
another.
Although the word "depression"
appears to be absent from the campus
conversation, voices are emerging
from the silence.
USD has. recently teamed up with
the Suicide Prevention Council to
launch a "Not on My Watch" campus:
wide campaign. It attempts to open
up the dialogue about depression
and suicide at the university, offering
information and resources at a variety
of events.
Further, some students have taken
advantage of our university's services.
In fact, every eight out of 100 students
at USD use the Counseling Center's
services each year.
The Counseling Center is home
to a welcoming staff of trained
professionals. Their website offers
helpful
information
and
online
resources, as well as student feedback
about the services it provides.
"At first, I felt like I didn't have
any options, but in my sessions I was
able to realize I did," a USD student
said.
These services can help students
regain control of their lives in the
overwhelming world of college.
College students are at a high risk
for developing depression. According
to the AP survey mentioned earlier,
85 percent of college students felt

is a relevant explanation for the silence
on depression. However, after talking
with Moises Baron, my eyes were
opened to another alternative.
"I think we always think that
the major problem is the stigma, but
in a recent study only 12 percent of
students reported that they did not seek
help because of the stigma." Baron
said. "Although stigma might be a
reason, there are other variables, such
as students downplaying or minimizing
their problems."
According to the Journal of
American College Health, the most
common self-reported reason for
not seeking professional mental
help service among college students
at elevated risk for suicide was the
"perception that professional help is
not needed due to problems being
minor or transient". While this was a
small sample size, it offers another
viable reason for the continued silence.
Whatever the reason, student-to
student-help is still absolutely crucial.
By talking to friends about depression,
symptoms can be more easily detected.
These students can reach out to the
wellness services at USD to express
questions or concerns about a friend
that they feel may be at risk.
Instead of ignoring it's presence
on our campus, let's break the silence
and make a new vow to talk about
depression at USD.

ON CAMPUS
RESOURCES
Counseling Center
(619) 260-4655
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others.
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Center for Health
and Wellness
Promotion
(619) 260-4618

University Ministry
(619) 260-4735

San Diego Crisis Line
(888) 724-7240
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Tearing down the walls of taboo topics on our campus
By Ian Rodgers
MANAGING EDITOR
Last week's issue contained
an editorial about topics on USD's
campus that are considered "taboo
within the classroom. It made a very
worthwhile point about the reluctance
of many collegians to voice their
opinion on controversial topics. This
editorial is the second installment
in response to the original "Taboo
Topics."
The university on a hill. We do
not attend just a classroom on a hill.
Although an academic institution,
USD is home to many more facets of
life than simply the academic pursuit.
The reluctance of our students to
share their voice extends well beyond
the classroom.
Maybe I'm wrong, though. Maybe
it's not our students who are to blame;
at least, not in the sense you might be
thinking.

extends beyond the classroom: the
environment in which voices are
received is aloof, separate. Just like
our university, our university on top of
the hill. It is separate. Above the rest,
above what is "real."
USD is a competitive place. It is
the youngest school to make it on the
U.S. News & World Report's Top 100
national universities.
The average USD student was in
the top 15 percent of their high school
class. That puts a lot of pressure on our
students. It puts pressure to excel and
out-compete our peers.
There's little room for error, and
the fear of being wrong, the fear of
being judged is something that stops
meaningful conversation in its tracks.
I was able to speak with Carmen
Vazquez, the Vice President for Student
Affairs, who gave an administrator's
perspective on how the transition from
high school to college affects students.
"Everything is resetting. I think
what that gets to is 'How will I be

"Apart from our close friends, we don't trust ourselves
to share much deeper conversations than your typical
face value greetings, a few minutes about what we had
for lunch and our thoughts on the morning fog or the
afternoon heat."
Instead of focusing on the lack of
meaningful dialogue between students
on campus, we would do well to look at
the other side of the story.
Apart from our close friends, we
don't trust ourselves to share much
deeper conversations than your typical
face value greetings, a few minutes
about what we had for lunch and our
thoughts on the morning fog or the
afternoon heat.
We wouldn't dare tell someone
how we are actually doing, lest we be
perceived as weak or imperfect. How
could we possibly trust those who
might be listening?
Therein lies the problem. It's not
that our students are afraid to have
an opinion. They are intelligent and
informed, and above all, they care. No,
they're not afraid of the opinion itself;
they are afraid of its reception, how it
will be perceived and how they will be
judged because of it.
That is why the lack of voice

perceived?' I think that goes back to,
'If I say what I really mean or think,
will I be unfairly judged? What will
that mean for my relationship with
others?"' Vazquez said. "For me it's a
growth. Being able to engage in civil
conversation around differences is a
growth opportunity."
Sophomore
Jordan
Lemoine
offered another aspect to the story.
"I think a lot of the reason
that students fear talking about
controversial topics is because the vast
majority of students conform to a white,
heterosexual, christian norm, and they
fear offending any of the lesser number
of students who'don't fit this mold."
Lemoine continued to say that the
inclusivity of USD was something that
originally drew him to the school.
"Personally, if I am in class and
a touchy subject comes up, I will
probably not be comfortable speaking
about it if there are those in the class
that are in the minority," Lemoine

said. "I want to try and maintain the
inclusive nature of our community that
originally attracted me to come here."

wonderful buildings, and what do you
notice?
At first it may be the ornate interior,

"Either way, we build a wall to protect ourselves as soon
as we leave the protection provided by the groups we feel
safe with. Nobody can penetrate our facade."
Lemoine is right, and his view is
shared among many students here. It is
time we begin to shift our gaze.
We must begin to create a
community in which all opinions
are heard and appreciated first and
foremost, not judged. We have
vessels for open conversations about
important issues on our campus and
students welcome, even cherish these
interactions.
University Ministry, Associated
Students and Greek Life, among many
others, provide a forum for discussing
issues.
But these isolated conversations
don't seem to venture outside the
boundaries of those organizations.
Outside the comfort of open
discussion in safe spaces such as
University Ministry, the reassurance
that we will not be rejected for voicing
our thoughts quickly fades. When that
reassurance disappears, something else
takes its place. It might be a smile, a
confident posture. Or it might just be a
cool indifference.
Either way, we build a wall to
protect ourselves as soon as we leave
the protection provided by the groups
we feel safe with. Nobody can penetrate
our facade.
I have a lot of experience with
this, as I'm sure many of you do as
well. I struggled with major depression
my sophomore year. I was a mess;
I couldn't sleep, wasn't eating or
exercising and couldn't find the energy
to go to class or hang out with friends.
But as soon as I stepped out of my
Vista apartment every morning, I put
on a smile. Nobody could see through
that smile unless I let them.
As odd as it may sound, I compared
my sophomore self to the USD campus.
It is pristine; perfectly landscaped
gardens, spotless white Spanish
architecture, a view fit for the gods. Our
university on a hill. It is immaculate.
But step inside one of these

but soon after, you begin to realize there
is something else. A human aspect.
These buildings hold human beings,
our students and professors, people
who are not perfect or immaculate in
any sense of the word.
They hold people who are happy,
but they also hold people who are
broken. People like sophomore me,
who put up a front to keep people from
seeing their pain, who are afraid to be
judged by their weaknesses.
I did not trust myself or the people
around me to open up a conversation
about mental health, about seeking
help. Many students feel the same way
about a number of issues.
Vazquez believes this is because
the USD administration has not
yet been successful in creating an
adequate forum for such important
conversations.
"I think we need to affirm that the
dignity of every person is respected,"
Vazquez said. "Maybe the question
of why people are not willing to talk
openly is because we may not have
created a forum for those dialogues to
happen."
So what is next? There are a

conversations is key," Osowski said.
"Nothing is going to come of avoiding
issues that make us uncomfortable; we
need to foster relationships where the
hard topics are talked about, where we
choose to be open to others' viewpoints
and educate ourselves on these issues."
The great thing about this is that
it can happen anywhere, both in and
out of the classroom. We can learn
anywhere.
I have learned vast amounts both
sitting in class learning about other
lifestyles and by having conversations
with my roommates and friends.
One thing all of my experiences at
USD have taught me is that, in order
to quell our fears of judgement or
rejection by others, we must first let go
of our own judgements.
Vazquez put it beautifully.
"When I look into your eyes, I see
your beauty, your sacredness if you
will. I'm not coming from a place of
criticism, I'm coming from a place of
openness. So if we can be a more open,
caring, just, loving community for all,
wouldn't that be beautiful?"
Maybe that is the heart of it all.
It's not necessarily what we can do to
educate our community about having
important conversations.
It's not what we can do to create
forums for these conversations to
happen.
It's about changing the USD
culture. It's what we can do as students
to accept each other for all aspects of
our humanity.
The strengths we have, but also the
weaknesses. The opinions that differ

"When I look into your eyes, I see your beauty, your
sacredness if you will. I'm not coming from a place of
criticism, I'm coming from a place of openness. So if we
can be a more open, caring, just, loving community for
all, wouldn't that be beautiful?"
-Carmen Vazquez
number of things that need to be done
in order to foster a more open dialogue
about issues important to our students
here.
A simple first step is education,
according to senior Anastasia Osowski.
"I believe that educating the
community on how to have these

from others on critical societal issues.
They may be different, but we can
appreciate them more because of that.
Let's step down from our
university on our hill, join the world,
embrace each other's humanity and
begin to dialogue about issues that
truly matter.

Useful tips to ace your next interview
1. Do your Uorvie^ork

4, fracfctce out loud

Read and learn about the company, business and industry to which
you are applying. By doing so, you are giving yourself an edge over
other candidates for the position who know little about the industry.

Know what you are going to say to those questions that come up in
every interview and practice your responses out loud. This will assure
that you sound genuine and that you will add value to the company.

It's fckeir tktervie^

2, Expakd your
vocabulary

COO

Don't just splurt out every big word you can find in the dictionary, but
learn some words that people use within the office as well as within the
industry. Adapt your vocabulary in order to assure you sound like you
are serious about the position.

Keep in mind that you are finding out information about their company
just as they are finding out information about you. That being said, ask
questions in order to get an accurate idea of what they have to offer
yofi and what they expect of you as an employee.

3< Be ektkuslastlc

6, Follow tkrouqU

Be positive and excited about the interview. Many college students are
upset about getting entry-level jobs when they first begin applying,
however, you have to start somewhere. Even if you're not overjoyed
about the position, pretend to be excited. Enthusiasm goes a long way
and is bound to win over the interviewer.

The job application process is much more than just leaving a
successful interview and waiting to hear back from the interviewer.
Send a follow up email thanking them for their time and expressing
again how enthusiastic you are about the company. If they know you
are serious about the job, they will be serious about hiring you.

Letters
to the
Editor Policy

The Vista strongly
encourages letters
to the editor from
students, faculty, staff,
administration and the
community.

Correspondence should
be sent to editor®
usdvista.com with the
subject line "Letter to
the Editor." Letters for
the up-coming edition are
due Saturday by 6 p.m.

Submissions should be
limited to 500 words and
must include verifiable
contact information.
Letter content is subject
to editing for clarity and
style.

The Vista does not
publish anonymous
letters, those addressed
to a third party or letters
in poor taste.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its studen t body.
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We love
Love

How many of us can say we've
truly been in love? I predict about
a quarter of us will raise our hands
triumphantly. After all, to love is to
conquer the most difficult obstacle
there is, ourselves.
To love someone is to be vulnerable.
You are attached to another person in
a way that makes you susceptible to
major emotional trauma. It's giving
your heart to someone and hoping they
handle it with care and reciprocate. To
this day, love is something foreign to
me. A strange feeling comes over me
when I speak about it, hear about it,
read about it. I can't quite figure out
what this feeling is much less what it
means, but it's something akin to fear.
People kill in the name of love,
will die in the name of love and some
will spend their whole lives searching
for it. It's arguably more powerful than
money, fame and material wealth. Love
is pervasive. It lingers, leaving a distinct
aftertaste. There are qualities inherent
to love that last longer than any of the
superficial things I've mentioned.
Maybe that's why love stories
remain in our memory far longer than
any scary movie will and for the right
reasons. With them comes a hopeful
anticipation that mirrors life and
everything it has to offer. Perhaps that's
all it comes down to. Love reminds us
that there is a future for mankind. It
excites us. We welcome it to counteract
the daily tragedies on our television
screens every night.
I asked a few people how they
know they're in love and if they believe
that Love is something you grow into.
Some of those asked had never been
in love before, but the consensus was
that love is a growth process. A process
primarily about making the decision to
allow love to grow through tinje and
shared experience with another person.
All the information I gathered comes
back to our primal need to connect
with one another deeply. Love is the
ultimate connection.
I've heard people say don't use the
word "hate" so freely, it's too powerful.
But we throw around the word "love"
like it's nothing. I love that sandwich. I
love those shoes. I'm in love with that
television show. The ways in which we
use the word "love" as a verb in our
everyday vocabulary are completely
contradictory to our understanding of
the word at its core. Used colloquially,
in these ways, love becomes flippant,
ineffective and abstract all at once.
Some say loving and being "in
love" with someone or something are
two different phenomenon. This is
material for another column entirely,
but I will say that the state of being "in
love" is intentional. A love connection
must be nurtured. If it's properly
attended to, it takes on a life of its
own. Love takes the wheel and you're
no longer in control. This makes some
people crazy. Literally. They become
slaves to their own emotions.
There is such a thing as "broken
heart syndrome", also known as stress
cardiomyopathy. It's characterized
by rapid and severe heart muscle
weakness, similar to a heart attack.
Broken heart syndrome can be brought
on by emotional stress such as the
loss of a loved one and the end of a
relationship. Love can literally make
you sick and the emotional stress that
follows the loss of it can potentially kill
you. Such strong emotion in abundance
is a catch 22. It can destroy you and
simultaneously help you grow, it's
a necessary part of life. If you're not
broken once or twice in your life, you
aren't growing.
So, love. I both admire it and fear
it. The power it wields makes me feel
weak in comparison. It's something
that I cannot prepare for or predict. A
frighteningly beautiful state of mind.
Most days I enjoy exploring topics I
don't know much about through my
writing.
Even with all the studying,
listening and learning I've done on this
particular topic, it remains allusive.
The only way to truly understand it is to
experience it, maybe more than once. I
believe love is instinctual to humans,
so is Hate. But as long as we continue
to choose love, we're winning.

ASSISTANT EDITOR

Khea Pollard

Maya Arrieta

Park Avenue Tour captivates SOMA crowd
National tour brings Story of the Year to San Diego venue
By Whitney Downs
CONTRIBUTOR

By Khea Pollard
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

EDITOR

Students are always looking for
new music to get interested in, and
Story of the Year Vvould be a great
band to listen to. The rock band is
currently on their Page Avenue 10 Year
Anniversary Tour, and recently stopped
at SOMA, a venue near campus. Their
set included hits like "Anthem of a
Dying Day," "Wake Up" and "Until the
Day I Die." The band has released four
albums and two DVDs during their time
together. According to rhythm guitarist
and vocalist, Philip Sneed, the band
was able to stay together because they,
"all had the same goals and desires, and
we're able to live on a tour bus together
for a long time, which is pretty rare."
When the band was formed in St.
Louis, Mo., most of the guys knew of
each other through mutual friends or
were from the same high school. They
all started out in different musical
groups, but were soon collaborating
with each other. It wasn't long before
they decided to form a band together.
The
writing
process
varies
consistently, not just with each album

but also with each song. Sometimes
it's a group effort, while other times
one or two people work on lyrics while
someone else works on the melody.
The entire group usually works on and
contributes to the finished
product.
The balance between writing melody
and lyrics is easily obtained within
this group. "We got extremely lucky,
you know," Sneed said. "We have four
guys who are really good at writing
melodies and three guys who are great
with lyrics, which is really helpful
when you're writing an entire album."
He also mentioned that they write
much better when they're at home
and relaxed, rather than writing while
dealing with the stress of touring.
They wrote their first album while
in Missouri and really liked how
collaborative it was and how all the
songs seemed to work together well.
When they wrote their second, they
were touring, so all the songs were
different and didn't seem to belong
together. Luckily, they are releasing an
acoustic version of their album "Page
Avenue," and are in talks to write a
fifth album. They want to wait to write
their next album. "We're experienced

Hhoto uourtesty OT aiory onne rear

enough to know not to rush into
anything and it will be better because
we took our time and really thought it
out," Sneed said.
The band has a very unique
sound that is the product of many
different artists coming together,
each with different artistic influences.
"Personally, Garth Brooks made a huge
impression on me and made me really
consider a job in the music business,"
Sneed said. "But also bands like The
Who, The Police, Boston and even
Queen's live CDs influenced me a lot."
While he says that nothing in the music
business falls together as seamlessly as
it looks, it was those types of bands that
made him think about the production
and performance aspect.
After numerous tours, albums and
side projects, this tour is shaping up to
be one of their best. The band is touring
all over the country and throughout
Canada, and their experience is
enriched because they've been close
friends for such a long time. Traveling
is their favorite part of touring: "It's the
best teacher. Seeing the planet and all
the different cultures and humanities
taught me so much more than any
textbook could. And it's not even
different countries either because the

Lead singer Philip Sneed and Downs take photos before the show.

people in Texas are so different from
people in New Jersey who are both
completely different than people in
California," said Sneed. That's not to
say that he doesn't love playing music
for his fans. He believes that the band's
live shows can make a difference in
fans' lives. When it comes to playing
onstage, for Sneed at least, it's a great
feeling. Not only is it a "psychological
conquest" because he considers himself
an extreme introvert, but it's also where
he and the other band members found
where they were happiest.
When asked what he considers
their greatest accomplishment thus
far, Sneed smiled. "It's really great
knowing that we've stayed the same
band with the same five guys for so
long. Even if we stop right now and
stop working and playing together,
we'll still be really good friends, which
is rare," Sneed said.
Despite
all
their
accolades
throughout the decade, which includes
gold-certified albums and a place on
the Nirvana tribute album, Story of the
Year is essentially a band of five good
friends doing what they love. For fans
of good music and deep lyrics, Story of
the Year is an excellent choice.

WANTED

A business editor as
snazzy as this guy.
editor@usdvista.com

- Get your work published
- Organize your thoughts
- Make new friends in a fun and
professional environment
- Stay on top of current events

Email maiuiging@iisdvista.com jot
more information
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Jeff Buckley's music rocks Old Globe

Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" is revamped for the 20th century audience
By Khea Pollard
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
The Old Globe Theatre opened
its 2013-14 season with a musical
adaptation of Shakespeare's "Romeo
and Juliet." Conceiver and adaptor
Michael Kimmel revived Shakespeare's
"Romeo and Juliet" through a medley
of Jeff Buckley's music.
The collaboration of talent on
the project is immense. Along with
Kimmel, director Alex Timbers,
choreographer Sonya Tayeh and
musical director Kris Kukul provide a
fresh, new, take on an antique.
The set design was magnificent.
An 16th-century castle stood intricately
pieced together to form a picturesque
scene. The grand stone archways of the
castle housed many of the characters
throughout the show and every portion
of the stage was used effectively.
A warm orange glow that
imitated candlelight lit up the castle
arches creating a romantic ambience
appropriate for a love story. This
serenity contrasted with scenes in
which the stage emulated a rock 'n' roll
concert. Blue and green tones lit up the
castle walls while the band performed
upstage.
Characters performed provocative
choreography by Tayeh while wearing
lots of black leather and combat boots.
The precarious mixture of romance and
rock is largely what makes the show
unique.
Casting director Carrie Gardner
did a great job selecting a talented cast.
All the actors and ensemble members
have impressive bios to attest to their
acting talent. There was plenty of
chemistry between cast members and
the entire ensemble pulled its own
weight.
The musical aspect of "The Last
Goodbye" is the absolute highlight.
The production team managed to
combine Shakespeare's original text
and premise with the contemporary
rock lyric of Buckley's music.
Kukul is working against the
repetitive hooks inherent in popular
music to adapt musical pieces that
move the plot along and develop the
characters simultaneously. Rock music

Top: (foreground with swords, from left) Jeremy Woodard a&Tybalt and Brandon Gill as Benvolio. Bottom:Talisa Friedman as Juliet and Jay Armstrong Johnson as Romeo

fused with archaic Shakespearean
language proved to be an interesting
mixture .The characters spout long lines
of classic prose from Shakespeare's
original text and then smoothly slip
into one of Buckley's rock reverbs in
modern English.
Though the transitions were
smooth, their existence is still prevalent
and somewhat awkward. The tension
between the two conflicting dialects
calls into question the decision to keep
the old prose rather than construct
completely new dialogue. "The Last
Goodbye" could work as a modern love
story, but choosing to keep the story in
the original era and adapt it musically
sets it apart from other "Romeo and
Juliet" remakes.
Much
of
these
language
inconsistencies can be overlooked
because of the impressively crafted
musical score. The musical numbers
improved upon the action onstage and
moved the plot along well.
Each character in the play grew
more dynamic through their musical
performance.
Buckley's
music
just seems to fit perfectly with the
Shakespearean sentiment of love and
loss.
Overall, the Shakespearean dialect
was not difficult to traverse. At the close
of the play, my general understanding
of Romeo and Juliet increased.
Classic lines such as "Romeo, Romeo,
wherefore art thou Romeo," were made
interesting and comical by the actors.
The actors relayed Shakespeare's prose
organically, as they would modern day
speech through their mannerisms and
appeals to emotion.
The show ends on Buckley's widely
popular remake of Leonard Cohen's
song
"Hallelujah."
Shakespeare's
message rings clear through Buckley's
music, "love is not a victory march,"
with the death of Romeo and Juliet.
"The Last Goodbye" does a
fantastic job of adapting iconic prose
to make it accessible to a 20th-century
audience.
Despite the tragic end,
the audience is left hopeful with an
arguably better understanding of the
work as a whole.
"The Last Goodbye" is running
through Nov. 3 at The Old Globe
Theatre in Balboa Park.

We beleive in using our deep skills
and rigorous training for what is
right and just. We have a
responsibility to our community
and we act on it every day.
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Hansdeep Singh '08
Co-Founder S
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art$2@it$drista.com

Urban Dictionary
definition of a writer:

A plagiarist of life.

112 likes
pminrt 20 Catching up on some current events
reading #USDVista

So come "plagiarize" with us!

To enter to win, use #USDVista. It does not
have to be related to USD orThe Vista.The
winner's photograph will be posted in next
week's issue.

Artists' Corner: Actor Johnny Rice
TV: How was your first
experience with a USD theater
production?

By Maya Arrieta
ASST. ARTS & CULTURE
EDITOR

Each week, the Vista
aims to showcase student
artists. Senior Johnny
Rice is a dedicated
theater major with
aspirations for a career
on the stage. Rice is an
active member of USD's
theater department,
acting most recently in
the production, uKid
Simple." After two years
of studying physics, Rice
decided theater was what
he was passionate about
and wanted to pursue.

JR: It [Kid Simple] was an
awesome experience. It was an
interesting process because of
all the tech involved, there was a
lot more tech than a usual show.
George Ye, the director, was really
great to work with and the cast was
super close.
TV: Is there a certain role that
has been your favorite? Why?

TV:When did you first start
acting?
JR: The first time I ever acted
was in the sixth grade; I played
Tevye in "Fiddler on the Roof."
There were posters up around
school and I just decided to
audition for it.

JR: You know, it was probably
my role in the play my senior year of
high school. It was just a ton of fun.
One of my best friends and I, along
with a couple other good friends,
decided to do the show together.
I got to do an Irish accent. Philam
O'Shaugnessy was the name of that
role. The play was "Is He Dead,"
by Mark Twain. It was actually
fairly interesting because it was
only published recently, and ours
was one of the first productions of
it. It was a really close cast, a really
funny show. It was just a lot of fun
to perform.

TV: What sparked your interest
in theater?
JR: Well I had always kind of
enjoyed it. Then my senior year
of high school, instead of playing
lacrosse in the spring, I did the
school show. That was kind of my
first real taste; the show was a lot
of fun and I especially liked the
director.
TV: How did you settle on
theater as a major?
JR: Originally when I got
to college I wanted to study
something that I had a passion for
but would be practical as a career.
I was fascinated by physics, but
the farther I got into the details of
it — actual research and the idea
of going into graduate school — I
realized that wasn't what I want to
do. I took a semester off last fall
and went to Portland State. I was in
the fine arts building for my acting
class one day and I saw a poster for
"Othello," so I auditioned and got
a part. I decided to come back here
and made the switch from physics
to theater, and now I feel like I know
exactly what I want to do and I'm
actually excited about the future
and about graduating. I'm so glad
I made the switch. My schedule is
super busy but I really love it.

TV: Is there a role that has been
the most challenging? If there's no
specific role, what do you find the
most challenging about acting in
general?
JR: My role in "Othello," was
most challenging because I had
never done any classical acting
before that. On top of that, it was
my first collegiate production. In
general, my biggest challenge as an
actor is trying to portray somebody
who at first
glance is maybe
totally different from myself. But
the challenge is trying to find the
similarities, understanding other
people's conditions. That's what
acting is, an attempt to understand
the human condition.

TV: Where do you see acting
leading you in the future; do you
have specific goals for an acting
career or is it more of a hobby?
JR: It's definitely a serious
thing for me. My goal is to be good
at what I do and to be respected as a
serious actor, whatever that does or
doesn't bring in terms of financial
success. Of course 1 want to be
comfortable, but I just want to be
doing something that makes me
happy; that I enjoy.
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Study Abroad Cities Crossword

By Mava Arrieta
ASST. ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Across
2. United Arab Emirates
member with the world's first
man-made residential islands
5. Most romantic city in the
world
6. Capital of the country
where Colombus first landed in
1492

11. Famous city
ty for shark
cage diving and hikinh Table
Mountain
12. Birthplace to the fastest
man on the planet
13. If you kiss a famous
stone here, you will get the Gift
of Gab

7. Sagrada Familia and La
Rambla are some of this city's
most famous landmarks
Down
1. Alice in Wonderland,
Narnia and Lord of the Rings
were all written in this city

7. Capital of the European
Union, famous for its French
Fries, waffles and beer

3. Home to the largest
Jewish community in Latin
America

8. Only city in the world
that stands in two different
continents

4. Known as both the "City
of Dreams" and the "City of
Music"

9. Birthplace of the
Renaissance in the heart of
Tuscany

6. City with the highest
average IW in the world

10. Hosts not only Big Ben
and Buckingham Palace, but
also has 409 subway elevators

Answers from last week's crossword
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Davis Jones

Hunter Jameson

World Series: battle of the best
Boston Red Sox v. St. Louis Cardinals

Bv Collin Trotter
CONTRIBUTOR

After a grueling season, featuring
over 4,800 games played over a sevenmonth season, the stage for the MLB
World Series has been finally set.
Thirty teams began the season in April,
By Davis Jones
each eager at the chance of hoisting the
SPORTS EDITOR
coveted World Series trophy. For 28
of these teams, that chance has been
In a man's life, there comes a time
crushed, and will have to wait again for
when he must look hard in the mirror
next year. For the St. Louis Cardinals
and decide for what purpose a Major
and the Boston Red Sox, the dream is
League Baseball Hat serves. An item
still intact.
that complements the look? A symbol
On Wednesday, the 2013 World
of your team devotion? Some men
Series, a best-of-seven series to
know neither.
determine the champion of Major
My head's too awkward to look
League Baseball got underway. Last
good in a cap. It's like a pre-teen in
October, it was the San Francisco
head circumference, too big for most
Giants who took the trophy, but this year
sizes that look like little measuring
will see a new champion, as the Giants
cups flipped over on my head, but too
failed to reach the postseason. The Red
small for the Goliath sizes fit for wa
Sox and Cardinals had the best record
termelons. The 'Davis Size' for a snapin their respective leagues (97-65),
back is stuck somewhere between two
making it the first World Series since
notches I can't find. It's a Platform
1999 to feature the two teams with the
in New Era fabric.
best records in the National League and
The devotion involves geogra
the American League. Despite similar
phy and criss-crossed boundaries. I've
records, the stories behind the teams'
loved the Seattle Mariners ever since
journeys to the World Series are much
I knew they were the closest major
different.
Graphic Courtesy of James Aizen
league team to Oregon, my home state.
The Cardinals are no strangers
My brother and I won a sign-up contest
to the postseason, as dictated by their
as 11-year-olds, where we sat in a Safe
recent success in the last decade. The
co Field media box with a journalist
Cardinals have been in the playoffs Sox were not projected to do as well. Ortiz in Game 2 and Shane Victorino
whose beard was the color of TV static
seven of the last 10 years, and have In fact, many experts predicted the Red in Game 6.
and who looked like a man who owned
There are many more storylines
made it to the World Series four times Sox to not even reach the postseason,
ten of the same fleece sweater. He treat
in that during that span. In fact, had after they shipped away many of their to look forward to with the impending
ed us both with undeserved kindness
it not been for a devastating loss to players in a 2012 blockbuster trade. World Series matchup.
the entire night, and it felt natural being
The Cardinals and Red Sox feature
the Giants in the National League Last season, the Red Sox finished with
that age to expand that quality to the
Championship Series in 2012, the a record of 69-93, and were cellar- two of the most clutch postseason hitters
entire organization and also to shrink it
Cardinals essentially would be in their dwellers in the American League East in all of baseball behind Carlos Beltran
on the essence of the single club. I was
third World Series in a row. They won division. It was their worst record since and David Ortiz. Beltran is eighth all
hooked on being a Mariner.
it all in 2011, and look to start towards 1965, and no one expected them to turn time in postseason home runs with 16,
As I got older, the clean-cut edges
their 12th championship in team history it around as drastically as they did in two of which having come from his
of loyalty in sports inched further apart.
2013 playoff campaign. He leads all
on Wednesday night.
less than a year.
Turns out that a rivalry existed between
The Cardinal's success this year
This season, the Red Sox were an players this postseason with 12 runs
Portland and Seattle. I always viewed
stemmed from timely hitting and great offensive powerhouse. They scored the batted in (RBI). David Ortiz has eight
the two as a sort of hip fraternity with
pitching, as they held the fifth best most runs this season with 853, which RBI himself. His eighth inning grand
mandatory Starbucks and North Face
earned run average (ERA) and scored was 56 more than the next closest slam in game two was one of the most
Jackets. The spat between the Blazers
the third most funs of all teams in the team. They have been led all season memorable home runs in franchise
and the Sonics turned into something major leagues. In fact, the Cardinals hit by centerfielder Jacoby Ellsbury, history. He has 15 career postseason
heavier for me when Kevin Durant
.330 with runners in scoring position who hit nearly .300 and stole 52 bags home runs, and is fifth all time with 54
took his talents to Oklahoma City. The this season, which was the highest in only 134 games this season. The RBI in his postseason career.
team still might have been quintessenThe Red Sox also feature rookie
since 1974. In the first round of the Red Sox had a fairly stress free run
tially northwestern, but the increased
playoffs, the Cardinals took on their during the 2013 playoffs so far. They third baseman Xander Bogaerts, who
distance between us now created an
division rivals the Pittsburgh Pirates, took the series against their division became the youngest Red Sox player
enemy where once stood one side of
and beat them in a decisive game five rivals Tampa Bay Rays by a margin of ever to start a postseason, at just 21
the same coin, now both hating each
in a best-of-five series. In the NLCS, three games to one, and proceeded to years of age. So far he has impressed
other out of geographical obligation.
the Cardinals took on the Dodgers, but conquer the Tigers in six games in the the Red Sox faithful, racking up a .727
The OKC personnel were the same.
took care of them in six games, not ALCS. The Red Sox pitching has been on base percentage.
And yet, they were states apart, another
It's a matchup between young
needing to play game seven in a best- phenomenal during the postseason,
world blurred between kilometers and of-seven series. They were led by great averaging a mere three runs a game. managers, with John Farrell of the Red
county lines.
pitching from ace Adam Wainwright Their bullpen has been nearly perfect, Sox in just his first season and Mike
The Mariners haven't moved
and NLCS MVP Michael Wacha, who giving up only three runs in 32 innings Matheny of the Cardinals in his second
cities, but with the frowns of disap
have combined to throw near a 1.00 pitched behind ALCS MVP Koji with their respective teams .Cardinal's
proving looks every time I watch the
Uehara. In the ALCS, the Red Sox had slugger Allen Craig, who has been
ERA during the postseason.
team on TV, you'd have assumed they
On the other hand, the Boston Red two clutch grand slams from David injured during the entirety of the
packed up years ago. "You're not from
Seattle," they say. "You can't be a fan."
I might not have Seattle roots, but
even worse would be to root myself to a
team because of its wins first and its lo
cation second. I've seen more Denver
Broncos orange during this last semes
ter than I've seen in my last six. Either
everyone went into hibernation with
John Elway for the past three years or
Denver is suddenly the most exciting
team to root for in the National Foot
ball League. I remember when Miami
Heat jerseys were a thrift shop steal.
is the emergence of the Florida State season. If they can come up with wins
By Hunter Jameson
Did our school's Florida demographic
University Seminoles, who had not against UCLA and Stanford, there is
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
jump overnight? Yes. They hopped the
broken the top four yet this season. They no reason why they won't be No. 2 in
wagon and headed west. It's a trip I'm
were given the No. 2 ranking in BCS the BCS standings three weeks from
unwilling to make. I'll walk.
The long anticipated Bowl standings, putting them in the national now. Sophomore quarterback Marcus
What the heck. I'm feeling bold: Championship Series rankings in championship against Alabama if both Mariota is the leading contender for the
I feel the same way with a lot of San college football were finally revealed teams remain undefeated and keep Heisman Trophy with 2,051 passing
Francisco Giants fans. Not many black on Sunday. After eight weeks filled with their rankings. A huge victory against yards, 19 touchdowns, and still no
and orange caps bobbed across campus upsets, dominance and heroic finishes, then No. 3 Clemson University Tigers interceptions. He also has 493 rushing
in September, especially compared to fans now have an understanding for on Saturday bumped them up to No. 2. yards and nine touchdowns.
last year.
After six of the top ten teams
which bowl game their team might end Freshman quarterback Jameis Winston
Duh.
up in. These rankings will continue to has continued to shine and is, one of the lost this past Saturday, many teams
Of course fan support will in change as the weeks progress, but as of top three players in contention for the jumped tremendously in the rankings
crease when a team does well. But right now there are teams who should Heisman Trophy. Winston already has and should be very excited for their
that's just it: it should increase. It be extremely happy and others who 20 touchdown passes with 1,885 yards chances at a BCS Bowl. Auburn made
shouldn't appear out of thin air. Devo have a right to be disappointed with passing on the season, boasting some one of the largest jumps in recent years,
tion shouldn't sit in the back of your where they stand.
of the most impressive statistics for a going from No. 24 all the way up to
closet on the top shelf with cobwebs
It comes to no surprise that the quarterback in the country. The only No. 11 after a huge victory against the
covering the lid. I'm not saying that Gi University of Alabama Crimson Tide big test left for the Seminoles comes Texas A&M Aggies and last year's
ants fans should sport game apparel ev is the number one team in the BCS on Nov. 2 against No. 7 University of Heisman winner, Johnny Manziel. The
ery day. Just brush the cobwebs away standings. They are still a perfect 7-0 Miami Hurricanes, unless a different Stanford University Cardinals were the
from time to time. Hats are an any-sea- on the season and have dominated on team is able to pull off an upset.
highest one-loss team at No. 6. Their
son clothing article. Break it out after both offense and defense, but defense
The team that has a right to be game against the Oregon Ducks is
October every once in awhile.
irt particular. They have the best disappointed and frankly shocked the deciding factor for whether they
I want to buy my first Mariners defense in the nation, allowing just 9.7 should be the University of Oregon can move up in the rankings with one
hat this holiday season ever since that points per game through the first seven, Ducks. The Ducks have been No. 2 in
loss. If an undefeated team happens
trip to Safeco as a kid. My wants differ including two shutouts. A whopping every poll since the start of the season to lose in the remaining weeks, don't
from my rights, though, even if those 52-0 victory against Southeastern but were ranked No. 3 in the first BCS be surprised in the BCS voters give
rights are imposed by a culture whose Conference opponent University of standings, leaving them out of the Stanford the nod over another one
team allegiances are your funeral wills Arkansas Razorbacks shows how well National Championship at the moment. loss team. The Ohio State Buckeyes
on which to die, at the end of your run, they have been playing, as Arkansas They are still undefeated at 7-0 but the and University of Missouri Tigers
knowing you never crossed over to the was a top 25 team just two short years one downfall so far is their strength round out the top five, both still being
dark side. It's why I'm having trouble ago. The most underrated quarterback of schedule. They have only played undefeated.
denouncing a team that gave so much in college football, AJ McCarron, against one ranked team where they
There are also a few teams that
light to my sports universe growing up. has continued to be as efficient as the put a beating on the No. 16 University are not usually among the top 25 in
Was it wrong to fcheer them on? Could I previous two years where he has lead of Washington Huskies, but have one the country but still have hope for
find a hat that would let me do it?
the Crimson Tide to back-to-back of the toughest remaining schedules a BCS Bowl game. Teams like No.
The good news is that I have national Championships. Alabama of any team in the country. They still 10 Texas Tech Red Raiders, No. 12
plenty of time. Seattle won't lift up a still has two games against ranked have games against No. 12 UCLA UCLA Bruins and No. 17 Fresno State
World Series trophy anytime soon, so I opponents, those being the No. 13 Bruins, No. 6 Stanford Cardinal and Bulldogs all have the hopes of making
have reason to think it over before they Louisiana State University Tigers and the Civil War against No. 25 Oregon a BCS bowl game this season for the
(hopefully) improve or (hopefully not) the No. 11 Auburn University Tigers.
State Beavers. The next two weeks first time in years. Making one of the
consider relocating to Antarctica. I'm
The shocker of the standings will decide the fate of the Ducks' pivotal BCS Bowl games would mean
thinking by then that the cap will fit.

9%
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postseason, also is expected to be back
for the World Series, and is surely to
bolster the already dangerous Cardinal
lineup.
This World Series is even a
story of facial hair. Yes, you read that
correctly. The Cardinals feature a
plethora of young, clean cut relievers,
while the Red Sox have made it a team
bonding experience to let their beards
grow out until the postseason ends.
Red Sox vs. Cardinals: a rematch
of the 2004 World Series won by the
Red Box, a series of 2013's best teams
and a battle between beards vs. no
beards. World Series baseball is a time
of year that all baseball fans cherish,
because there isn't much in the sporting
world that is more intense. Many of
these players have dreamed of this
moment since they were little kids, and
soon, some of them will be hoisting up
the World Series. So sit back, relax,
and watch the game's greatest moment
unfold.
Trotter's Take- Personally not a
huge fan of the Red Sox facial hair, but
it won't be enough to stop them from
winning the World Series in six games.
Jacoby Ellsbury wins the MVP, and
Koji Uehara notches four saves.

BCS standings finally revealed
University of Alabama only SEC team in Top 10
being placed in either the Rose Bowl,
the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl, the Discover
Orange Bowl, the Allstate Sugar Bowl,
the AT&T Cotton Bowl or the VIZIO
BCS National Championship.
There is one shocking statistic
that hasn't been seen in at least the last
five years: only one SEC team remains
in the top-10 BCS Standings. All of the
pressure rests on the shoulders of the
Alabama Crimson Tide, and my guess
is that a different conference will take
home the National Championship for
the first time in the last seven years.

BCS Rankings: Top 25
1. University of Alabama
2. Florida State University
3. University of Oregon
4. Ohio State University
5. University of Missouri
6. Stanford University
7. University of Miami (FL)
8. Baylor University
9. Clemson University
10. Texas Tech University
11. Auburn University
12. UCLA
13. Louisiana State University
14. Virginia Tech
15. Oklahoma University
16. Texas A&M
17. Fresno State
18. Northern Illinois
19. Oklahoma State University
20. University of Louisville
21. University of South Carolina
22. University of Michigan
23. University of Central Florida
24. University of Nebraska
25. Oregon State University
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Online interviews kick off 2013 WCC basketball
Oct. 24 event new feature on The W.tv network
By Davis Jones
SPORTS EDITOR

The West Coast Conference
basketball season is set to begin in
less than two weeks. While it may be
difficult to hear predictions from every
tearp before games start, the league's
newest project gives fans the chance
to travel up and down the coast in one
afternoon.
On Oct. 24, the W.tv, the
conference's online home for all
Division-1 sports, will host a live
streaming chat at 10:30 a.m. for all 10
league teams. Each program features its
coach and one star player in 10-minute
interview segments. Those with
questions for their school's duo can post
them onto the WCC Face book page or
on its Twitter feed using the hashtag
#WCChoops. Online moderators will
select specific questions that will then
be streamed live for players, coaches
and fans across the country.
In addition to the live studio
interviews will be Google Plus

Hangout
sessions
with
WCC
basketball
student-athletes.
Fans
can submit questions and comments
with the hashtag '#AskWCChoops.
The talk show 'WCC Live' returns
at 11:00 a.m. for its weekly internet
time slot, as each paired coach and
players will join host Jeff Lampe for
a special edition program. USD men's
basketball coach Bill Grie'r and junior
guard Johnny Dee will be available for
their online interview starting at 10:45
a.m. Women's coach Cindy Fisher
and senior guard Amy Kame are also
available for interviewing at the same
time.
"My
initial
thoughts
are
wondering how the network is going
to hold up," sophomore Miles Parnegg
said when asked about the revamping
of the network. "Will there be a large
enough national audience? It will be
there for the fan bases in places like
here and Gonzaga. I think that's a small
set, though. I think it's great that we
finally have a network like this, but the
real test will be whether or not it will
see success three or four years from
now."

This multiplatform approach from
the WCC will bring even more sports
content compared to the channel's beta
launch last season. Led by Campus
Insiders, a digital content syndication
source for college sports, theW.tv will
air more than 125 live broadcasts of
conference sports and original video
content via television, internet, mobile
connection, tablets, and connected
televisions. All will appear at no costs
to viewers. WCC Commissioner Jamie
Zaininovich praised the network's
accessibility when her committee
announced the official launch in a
public statement in early September.
"Whether you're near your
television, computer, mobile device, or
tablet, live or on-demand, West .(Toast
Conference action is never more than
a click away," Zaininovich said. "With
TheW.tv, we are striving to bring the
games and highlights to our fans wherever they might be."
All sports-related content within
the conference will run on smaller but
supported platforms. Official WCC
smartphone apps, tablet apps and other
online syndications compose a larger

media collaboration that looks to serve
its tagline to provide its fans, 'All the
action. Anytime. Anywhere.'
Much of the website's new
strategy will begin with the 2013-2014
basketball season. More than 40 games
will air as out-of-market regional
telecasts, reaching an estimated total of
20 million homes throughout the West
Coast. Up to 58 games will be available
on theW.tv for viewers around the
world.
In the past, fans hoping to catch
a nationally-televised broadcast had
to bank on one of the four major
ESPN networks following a game
with national ranking implications.
While every game this season will
be available in some capacity, twenty
two men's basketball games are set
for either ESPN, ESPN2 or ESPNU.
Nine of them are with the Gonzaga
University Bulldogs, who enter the
season ranked No. 14 by the USA
Today preseason ballot. The team went
32-3 last year and return two starters
plus nine letterwinners from a roster
that earned a No. 1 seed in the NCAA
Tournament. USD will play Gonzaga

in a trip to Spokane on Jan. 23 and in
San Diego on Feb. 22. Fans can watch
the away game on ESPNU and the
home contest on ESPN2.
WCC regional television partners
will work alongside Campus Insiders
to shoot all basketball games in high
definition footage during the season.
Releasing conference content out of its
Chicago studios, the network ended its
first year with the addition of Amanda
Blackwell, the conference's official
full-time sports media reporter. This
year introduces daily programming
from Seth Davis, a CBS college
basketball
analyst,
and Bonnie
Bernstein, a sports journalist who also
works as vice* president of Content
and Brand Development for Campus
Insiders.
The USD men's team opens its
non-conference season against the
California State University Monterey
Bay Otters on Oct. 26. The women's
team will play the Northern Colorado
University Bears for its first game on
Nov. 9.

Photo spotlight: Red Bull Triple Set
By Kevin Nelson
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

The Red Bull Triple Set skateboarding competition took place on the roof of the Hard Rock Hotel last Saturday October 19. The
competition featured amateurs and pro skateboarders like Ryan Sheckler, Manny Santiago, Felipe Gustavo, Dave Bachinsky, and
Tommy Sandoval and 45 other competitors. Alec Majerus took home first place and a grand prize worth $7,000.

ABIGAIL LIND
Editor and Writing Coach
Hi USD! I hold a degree in English
from Harvard, and I have years of
experience editing personal
statements and academic papers.
Whether you need one-on-one
coaching or a final edit before
turning in your project, I can help!
Rates:
Personal statement editing:
$60 / statement
One-on-one coaching:
$35/hour
Academic editing:
$9 / double-spaced page
619.929.2401
editor.abigail@gmail.com

Mention USD and
receive 10% off!
24-36 hour turnaround
available for most projects
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USD quarterback, Mason Mills, drops back for a pass during aTorero's football game.

Mills makes USD history in overtime loss
By Hunter Jameson
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
The Torero football team traveled
to Dayton, Ohio to face the Dayton
University Flyers with both teams
fighting for a spot at the top of the
Pioneer Football League. Coming into
the game, Torero senior quarterback
Mason Mills had the opportunity to
break the all-time passing yards record
for his career. He needed 181 yards and
finished with 278 passing yards,making
him the all-time leader in passing yards
for Torero football with 9, 797. He
surpassed current NFL quarterback
Josh Johnson, who previously held the
record with 9,699 yards. Although the
feat was noteworthy, Dayton did not
care and would continue to respond

with a counter punch to every big play
the Toreros produced.
USD scored first on a 10-yard
touchdown pass from Mason Mills
to senior running back Joe Fergqson.
After a tough goal-line stand by
Dayton, senior quarterback Will Bardo
scored on a 61-yard run after starting
the drive on the team's own 1-yard line.
Bardo's success continued as he hit
senior wide receiver Gabe Macis for a
three-yard touchdown. The showdown
between Mills and Bardo became
apparent when shortly after the Dayton
touchdown, Mills found senior wide
receiver Sam Hoekstra for a 15 yard
touchdown pass.
Going into halftime the score was
tied at 14 but Dayton would come out
firing in the third quarter. Sophomore

running back Conor Kacsor scored on
an eight yard run followed by a 32yard field goal by kicker William Will
making the score 24-14. Mills would
respond with two straight touchdown
passes to junior wide receiver Brandon
White. These 2-yard and 18-yard
touchdowns gave the Toreros a 28-24
lead heading into the fourth quarter.
The Toreros widened the lead
to 31-24 on a 38-yard field goal from
sophomore kicker David Last. Dayton
was not fazed, coming up with an 87yard drive that ended in a touchdown,
tying the game at 31 with just 27
seconds remaining. The game would
go into overtime after the Toreros
failed to score in regulation.
Mills found junior wide receiver
Reggie Bell for a 25-yard touchdown

on the first play of overtime, giving
Dayton one more chance to tie the
score at 38. Dayton found a way and
scored on a 5-yard touchdown run from
Kacsor. Dayton possessed the ball first
in the second overtime and Bardo ran
it in from 1-yard out to give the Flyers
the lead at 45-38. In their last chance on
offense, Mills failed to find the end zone
on four straight pass incompletions and
Dayton walked away with the victory.
Mills was very impressive
throughout the game, finishing with
five touchdown passes and 278 yards.
Reggie Bell was the Torero's leading
receiver with 107 yards on seven
catches and one touchdown. Running
back Joe Ferguson also contributed with
167 yards rushing and a touchdown.
Brandon White also had two receiving

touchdowns. For Dayton, quarterback
Will Bardo had an impressive day in the
air and on the ground. He finished with
225 passing yards and two touchdowns
and 136 yards rushing with two more
touchdowns. On defense, the Toreros
were led by senior linebacker Michael
Ruffino with 15 tackles, one forced
fumble and one quarterback hurry.
Senior linebacker Zach Devaney also
had 10 tackles.
Looking ahead, the Toreros have
an important game at home on Sat.
Oct. 26 against the undefeated Butler
University Bulldogs. Kickoff is set for
1:00 p.m. At 3-1, the Toreros look to
improve their Pioneer League record
and knocking off first-place
Butler
would be a huge step in the right
direction.

Women's soccer prepares for Portland Pilots
Bv Davis Jones
SPORTS EDITOR
Women's
soccer
midfielder
Lauren Dotson still feels the sting of
last season's overtime home loss to
the University of Portland Pilots. Her
team's tying goal in the 62nd minute
of the contest came before the Pilots
kicked in a loose ball from a penalty
kick nearly nine minutes into the
overtime period. Now a senior, Dotson
hopes to switch roles in the team's Oct.
24 trip to the Pacific Northwest.
"It was a lot of disappointment,"
Dotson said. "Whenever you go into
overtime, it's a gut-out, who has the
most heart to pull it through. We just
didn't get it done last year. We were
disappointed, but we haven't stopped
thinking about it since."
The Thursday contest against
the No. 5 Pilots marks the latest in a
series of Torero battles with one of the
top NCAA soccer programs in history.
Striker Christine Sinclair, a U.S.
professional for Portland Thorns FC
and Olympic captain for the Canadian
national team, led the Pilots to two
National Championship wins during
her freshman and senior seasons in
2002 and 2005. The team has won 12
West Coast Conference championships
in the last 21 years, including four out
of the last seven. Its success in the
postseason is equally impressive; out
of 69 games played since the 19921993 season the Pilots have won 48
of them, a winning mark of almost 70
percent.
Other star players besides Sinclair
have graced the team's roster. U.S.
National Defender and Olympic Gold
Medalist, Stephanie Cox, followed
her redshirt freshman season with
the team's 2005 championship, an
exclamation mark to a year in which
the team went undefeated with a record
of 23-0-2. She was recognized as the
nation's best women's soccer player in
2007 after being awarded the Lowe's

Senior CLASS Award. Megan Rapinoe, moment, respect every opportunity, I
a national team midfielder widely don't think he ever took anything for
known for her assist to teammate Abby granted. Every practice and every game
Wambach in the quarterfinals of the is a challenge to help your team get
2011 FIFA Women's World Cup, won better. He was that kind of person. He
WCC Player of the Year honors in her was very humble, never thought he was
senior season at Portland. Torero head above the game. He reminded everyone
coach Ada Greenwood acknowledges by who he was that we as coaches have
that going up against a team as to respect every opportunity we have to
historically dominant as the Pilots is no be in this environment. You have to get
easy task.
in there and earn everything you do in
"Obviously, the university is life, every day," Greenwood said.
a soccer school," Greenwood said.
The Toreros may have fallen short
"They build everything around their against the Pilots in six out of their last
girls' soccer program, more than they seven meetings, but its 2-1 victory just
do their own basketball program. Its .two years ago proves that the team is
a soccer culture. They regularly get far from unbeatable. 2011 WCC Player
4,000 to 5,000 people at their games, of the Year Stephanie Ochs fired a shot
and it's a great atmosphere. It's a from 20 yards out in the 36th minute
special environment to play in."
to give the Toreros an early 1-0 lead.
Stretching back to 1910, the Junior midfielder Mariah Butera, then
school's soccer team is one of the oldest a freshman, received a cross from
collegiate programs in the country. Ochs and scored for USD in the 58th
Then-head coach Clive Charles took minute of the match. The goal was one
hold of both the men's team and the of two game-winning shots for Butera
women's team in 1989. Charles would that season, the other against the
leave the school in 2002, but not before Santa Clara University Broncos. The
compiling an overall record of 438- shots helped lift the Toreros to their
144-44 and watching his teams make first WCC championship in program
20 NCAA Tournament entries and history.
"We have a lot of new faces
seven NCAA Final Four appearances.
"I think Clive has been an now compared to that year's team,
amazing person for the game, men's so we can't put too much into that,"
or women's," Greenwood said. "He's Greenwood said. "But we have the
done so much for the game. The reason right mindset and focus right now.
that Portland soccer is so strong has Once some of the kids who haven't
everything to do with him. They have a played there before settle in, we'll have
very special environment and program our chances, and I think we can go and
because of him. He's a great guy, very get great results."
down to earth. I only got to coach
Freshman Defender Jacqueline
against him for four or five years. But Altschuld will play on Portland's Merlo
he was a very special person. I was an Field for the first time in her career. The
assistant coach at the time, and I learned winning mentality of her team entering
a lot from watching him and how he Oct. 24, however, is anything but new.
treated his players. The experience was
"We just have to go all out
a good learning tool for me."
and end our season the right way.,"
When
asked
how Charles Altschuld said. "We know they bring a
impacted him as a coach, Greenwood great environment to their games. We
was quick to praise his reverence for just want to prove them wrong and take
the game.
it to them."
The game is set to begin at 6:00
"I think the thing with Clive
was respect every play, respect every p.m.at Torero Stadium.
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